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Preliminary remarks
The present financial statement of the Effective Altruism Foundation documents the financial year
ended December 31, 2017.
The financial statement is composed of the balance sheet, the profit and loss statement, and an
appendix.
All amounts are shown in Swiss francs (CHF).
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Appendix
I.

Foundation and organisation
1. Details about the organisation
Name

Effective Altruism Foundation (EAF)

UID

CH-270.7.003.183-6

Legal form

An independent Foundation as defined in Article 80 et seq.
of the Swiss Civil Code (ZGB).

Legal foundation

Foundation charter from July 24, 2015

Purpose

The Foundation’s purpose is to improve the quality of life
of as many sentient beings as extensively as possible,
making use of scientific methods in order to do so. As a
think tank it contributes to the development and
discussion of fundamental conceptions and
understandings of effective ethical behavior and action.
In particular, it is committed to an evidence-based
approach to poverty reduction, the reduction of animal
suffering, the improvement of international cooperation
and stability, and the development and promotion of
responsible approaches to future technologies. It
promotes the philosophy and social movement ‘Effective
Altruism’.
The foundation is active domestically and internationally.
The foundation is exclusively not-for-profit.

Seat

Efringerstrasse 25, CH-4057 Basel

Board members
(February 2018)

Name, Period of office, Signature authority
Lukas Gloor, President, 2015-2019, joint signature of two
Jonas Vollmer, Vice-president, 2015-2019, joint signature
of two
David Althaus, 2016-2019, none
Ruairí Donnelly, 2016-2019, none
Caspar Österheld, 2017-2019, none
Max Daniel, 2017-2019, none
Tobias Baumann, 2017-2019, none
The members of the board carry out their duties in an
honorary capacity and gratuitously.

Audit authority

Hägi Treuhand AG (CHE-107.733.400)
Wartenbergstrasse 41, CH-4052 Basel

Supervision

Eidgenössische Stiftungsaufsicht
Inselgasse 1, CH-3003 Bern
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2. Funding
EAF is financed by donations from private donors.

II.

Bookkeeping and assessment
1. Details about the guidelines used in the financial statement
The present financial statement was generated according to the guidelines established by
Swiss law, in particular Articles 957 to 962 (Artikel über die kaufmännische Buchführung
und Rechnungslegung des Obligationenrechts).

2. Assessment

Bank credit balances and receivables have been included at their nominal value. Foreign
currency items were evaluated at the end of the year according to the following conversion
rates1:
a. 1 EUR = 1.170150 CHF
b. 1 GBP = 1.318256 CHF
c. 1 USD = 0.974475 CHF

III.

Details, breakdown and clarification of items in balance sheet
1. 1301 Accrued revenue
The accrued revenue is primarily composed of donations raised by EAF in the second half
of 2017 for external charities (CHF 874,215), but which will be regranted in the first quarter
of 2018. It also includes donations raised by GiveWell, our partner organisation in the US,
both for EAF’s projects (CHF 89,225) and for regranting to external charities (CHF 65,952),
but which were not transferred to EAF’s accounts before December 31st.
2. 2050 Grants
EAF raised a total of CHF 2,254,689 for external charities in the second half of 2017. Those
donations will be transferred to the respective organisations in the first quarter of 2018.

IV.

Details, breakdown and clarification of items in profit and loss statement
1. 3000 Donations
This revenue account comprises incoming donations used to support the projects of EAF
directly.
2. 3010 Externally restricted donations
This revenue account comprises incoming donations used to support other charitable
organisations (see III.2. 2050 Grants and IV.4. 4010 Grants).

1

The rates of exchange correspond to the ICTAX Course listings as of 31.12.2017
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3. 3020 Grants from EAF group
EAF collaborates with the Germany-based non-profit association "Stiftung für Effektiven
Altruismus e. V." to enable German donors to provide tax-exempt support for international,
effective aid organizations. Stiftung für Effektiven Altruismus e.V. transfers collected
donations semi-annually to EAF, which in turn adds these amounts to its planned grants.
4. 3400 Participation fees
EAF organized the conference “EAGxBerlin” in October 2017, and it charged a participation
fee to cover part of the costs (roughly one third).
5. 4010 Grants
This expense account gathers all donations made to other charitable organisations. EAF
awards grants to charitable organisations on a semiannual basis. The CHF 3,108,472 stated
in the profit and loss statement were gathered in the financial year 2017. The payments to
the organisations were carried out both in 2017 and 2018 (see III.2 2050 Grants).

6. 6000 Rent

EAF moved to a larger office in Berlin, Germany in April 2017.
7. Clarification on extraordinary, one-time, or off-period positions in profit and loss
statement
Extraordinary positions in the profit and loss statement are due to a one-time fee related to
pension fund contributions (CHF 100) and a one-time charge by one of EAF’s credit card
provider (CHF 101).

V.

Further details
1. Number of employees (annual average of full-time positions)
In 2017, the Effective Altruism Foundation employed 15.5 full-time positions on average, of
which 1.5 were located in the Basel office and 14.0 in the Berlin office. In addition, EAF
worked with a number of independent contractors who made up the equivalent of 4.9
full-time positions on average.
2. Confirmation of appropriate allocation of resources
The assets and proceeds of the foundation were allocated according to the foundation’s
purpose as defined in its charter.
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